k In this note I will derive equations for the evolution of correlated characters under natural selection with the assumption that the genetical dynamics satisfies Fisher's Fundamental Theorem of Natural Selection. The resulting equations, identical to those of Lande, will then be applied to the situation of stabilizing or equilibrium selection. The results will be compared to the output of a corresponding optimization approach to predicting the equilibrium phenotypes.
Consider the following familiar function l b (1) where l probability of being alive at age x, b = birth rate at age x, A = em = measure of Darwinian fitness (essentially the geometric rate of increase)
for a genotype having the history (lv, b) under consideration. For derivation of (1), in the continuous as well as discrete form, see Charlesworth (1980) .
The most general theorem in population genetics is that the rate of change of mean fitness (A, th) in a population is equal to the genic (= additive genetic) variance in fitness. Or, in two forms (Crow and Kimura, 1970) :
These dynamical equations ensure that X (or th) will be non-decreasing with time (since the variance is non-negative) and that change will cease when V(A) -0. The equations are, of course, known to population geneticists as R. A. Fisher's Fundamental Theorem of Natural Selection. Crow and Kimura (1970) discuss its approximate validity for a wide variety of genetic systems.
In this article I will ask how a set of phenotypic characters evolves if the underlying genetics satisfies these dynamical equations. In particular, I will show that the linearized version of Fisher's theorem leads to the same dynamical equations for phenotypes as Lande's (e.g., 1982 ) quantitative genetics approach to phenotypic evolution, at least for slow selection. Consider first the function
where A is considered a random variable which is a function of several other random variables. The are phenotypic variables (e.g., birth rates, 
( 8) (and here only the Z1's since the aA/3Z1 are constants, evaluated at the Z's). Thus the Var A4(= Var A) reduces to the variance of a sum of random variables (the Z's). However, the world is a bit more complicated; we don't want Var A, we want V(A), the additive genetic variance. Let each Z be made of two parts, two other random variables:
Equation (10) Now, since AA4= V(A)/, it appears that
Inspection of equation (10), the linear approximation for V(A), shows that each aA/aZ, term is multiplied by a V(Z1) . aA/dZ term and a sum of similar covariance terms. Each Z,, .7, pair has two covariance terms. If we assign one covariance term to each Z of the pair, the resulting summation for each Z, should (through equation (12)) be equal to A.Z1. We have for i=1 k .Z= V(Z) azi (13) or (in matrix form)
The end result (equations (13) or (14)) is the same form as derived by Lande (1982) . I think it useful to show a derivation of them which begins with Fisher's Fundamental Theorem (AA = V(A)) and recovers the variance-covariance formalism simply as the linearized version of V(A). Note that to do so also required zero covariance between the additive genetic effects and other sources (e.g., under the rubric of "environmental") of variation (9) ( 10) where V(Z,) and Coy (Z,, ) refer to the additive genetic variances and covariances. The derivatives are evaluated at the means of the Z's. Indeed, the functions A(Z1 Zk) and A(Zl,Z2,...,Zk)
will be exactly the same form.
in the characters. Otherwise, the step from equation (9) to (10) could not ignore the second summation in equation (9). Lande (1982) makes essentially the same assumption. The linearized equations should apply in the neighborhood of equilibrium points, since there genetic variance is small and selection slow. There is one important way in which this derivation differs from the Lande formalism; here there is no assumption that in equation (14) the genetic covariance matrix is constant through time. Indeed there is nothing fundamental about the values in the matrix at all as they simply represent linear relationships between the phenotypic variables (Z1) appropriate in a particular generation. If the covariance matrix (call it V) and the vector of selection gradients (aA/3Z,, call it A) are allowed to change during a bout of directional selection, the most likely outcome is that phenotypic change will take place until an equilibrium is reached; here equation (14) will equal zero, or V. =0.
One may reasonably ask just what will determine the elements of the covariance matrix at the equilibrium? A reasonable guess, not necessarily complete, is the sorts of tradeoffs and/or constraints commonly studied by evolutionary ecologists (discussed in Charnov and Stephens, 1988; and Mange! and Clark, 1988 In the appendix, I show how evolution will the inside outward towards the constraint boundary). The appendix also shows that the equilibrium under the genetical equations (V .iA = 0) is the same for the mean phenotypes (Z1) as is obtained by the "standard optimization of fitness in the face of tradeoffs" approach as typically applied by evolutionary ecologists (Charnov and Stephens, 1988) . As independently shown by B. Charlesworth (unpublished manuscript) for the arbitrary N-dimensional case the structure of the covariance matrix and selection differentials as imposed by the tradeoffs will in equilibrium (V = 0) be the same as the solution to the corresponding optimization problem; the two methods for finding the equilibrium phenotypes will give identical answers. They differ mainly in that the covariance matrix is simply a linear representation of the true tradeoff relations. Since most thought by evolutionary ecologists related to tradeoffs results in non-linear tradeoffs or constraints (e.g., Charnov, 1986) , I have elsewhere suggested (Charnov and Stephens, 1988 ) that the tradeoffs themselves are the fundamental objects of evolutionary interest, at least with respect to stabilizing or equilibrium selection. The covariance representation of tradeoffs or constraints simply discards too much which is of basic interest (see also Bell and Koufopanou, 1986, p. 123) .
If most of the time species are subject to equilibrium (stabilizing) selection, then bouts of directional change in phenotypes can also be studied using an optimization approach. Two possibilities present themselves. In the first, directional selection results when a constraint surface alters; the population then moves to a new equilibrium. In the process the genetic covariance matrix will be reorganized to reflect the tradeoffs at the new equilibrium. The second possibility is that while no constraint surface is altered, there exists more than one local optimum. Non-linear tradeoffs seem most likely to generate this condition. As Sewall Wright often suggested, drift generated by small local population size may well allow a species to shift from one local optimum to another. 
